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1. REVIIW OP THE PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES POR 1958： Itera，.2 of the Agenda 
(Official Records No, 74) 

First Report of the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance (Document EBI9/65) 
Chapter V: Questions of Major Importance to be Discussed by the Board 

Classification of Projeots~by priorities (continued from the thirteenth meeting) 

The CHAIRMAN invited the Board to continue its discussion of Appendix 26 in 

]_ 
the Standing Committee

1

s preliminary report and of Dr Jafar's draft resolution 

о 
concerning the classification of projects in order of priority, 

Dr ïHARAON said that, as the Organization's object was to improve health 

services throughout the world, the Executive Board should frame its reoommendations 

to the Health Assembly in the light of needs and they, after all, could, not be 

stabilized. Hence, in his opinion, projects could not be classified into 

categories capable of being cut automatically if the Assembly decided to lower the 

budget ceiling, 

Dr> PÜRI considered that Dr Jafar had based his draft resolution on a series of 

assumptions» First, that a cut in the Director-General's proposed budget must be 

anticipated and that past experience seemed to give some ground for that 

expectation. Secondly, that since on the occasions when the Assembly had proposed 

a cut in the budget before, the Director-General had invariably said that he did not 

know where the reductions should fall, that argument would again be adduced if the 

situation were to recur at the forthcoming Assembly, Thirdly, Dr Jafar had 

assumed that the C^ganization and, in particular, its regional offices, had 

encountered difficulties in adjusting the programme when ad hoc cuts had been made, 

1

 See pp. 
2 

Appended to these minutes (p. 410) 



He wondered whether that was in fact the case, both for the Organization itself and 

national health adrninxstretions. , His purpose in asking that question was to 

emphasize that if these difficulties did not really exist there was no justification 

for the draft resolution, since there was no need to prescribe a remedy for a patient 

vho was not ill. He saw no reason why ШС should f ollow the procedure adopted by 

the Technical Assistance Eoard (a programme for which there was no choice but to 

establieh priorities) if no particular advantage would b e gained* 

Classifying projects might help the Director-General in deciding where cuts 

should be made, but it would conqslicctte the task of regional committees and 

governments by perhaps placing exaggerated empiiasis on the possibility of reducing 

field activities. He would have thou¿ht that any reductions should be spread out 

more equitably• 

With those considerations in mind he hoped that Br Jafar would see his way to 

modifying his draft resolution. 

Professor FiiíSONiaí welcomed Dr Jaíar ' s practical proposal. If the Health 

Assembly reduced the Director-General's budget eet:二iates it might be easier to make 

the necessary adjustments in projects classified by crdsr of urgency. He would 

also support the draft resolution because it miyht induce goverments to plan more 

efficiently. 

Professor f^álISOT said that the draft resolution posed an importairb question of 

principle of whether there was any need to establish priorities and if so why. 

In the past when the Assembly had reduced the Director-General»s budget estimates, 

committees had been hastily convened to lop off parts of the programme so that 



costs would be kept within the established limit 一 a method which inevitably proved 

unsatisfactory because decisions were taken without mature reflection. The method 

proposed by Dr Jafar, which was already applied in other agencies and was at the 

instance of the French Qoverment to be examined in the United Nations, was more 

orderly and would make it possible to avoid injudicious and hasty reductions^ He 

therefore wholeheartedly supported the introduction of a system of priorities, but 

before discussing questions of method it would be desirable to hear the 

Director-General
1

s opinion. 

The DIRSCTOR-GSK^iAL regretted that he could not give a simple reply
д
 but it 

was essential to consider carefully the possible consequences of such a system» 

He agreed with the classification of projects by priority to the extent that it was 

already being done in his budget proposals under three headings: the regular 

budget, Technical Assistance Category П, and the additional projects in the green 

pages• On the other hand, it could also be contended that adoption of the procedure 

proposed by Dr Jafar would result in stabilization of the programme» 

The Director-Genoral^ s proposals had been reduced on three occasions• In 1951 

the Assembly had set up a working party to make recommendations as to where the 

reductions should fall, but on the other two occasions, in 1954 and 1956, when his 

budget had been reduced by 800 000 and :、》741 000 respectively, he had accepted 

the responsibility for adjusting the programme in consultation with regional 

directors, governments
д
 and regional committees, and that had been accomplished. 

However, as he had emphasized in his statement to the Ninth World Health Assembly, 



he must have guidance as to where the reductions should be made because his proposed 

programme, being conceived as one which best accorded with the aims of the Organization 

and needs of МшЬег States, received only praise and no criticism. He hoped that 

that explanation would remove any misconception аЪоггб the way in which he had 

proceeded in the past. As всяпе members of the Boar4 had already pointed out, one 

of the dangers of a system of priorities was that it might offer an easy way for 

imposing reductions in the programme. As Director-General, it was his duty to 

draw up the best type of programme that could be implemented taking into account 

all the factors involved, but that conception would be entirely altered if he 

were asked to prepare an order of priorities, 

Dr Clark had mentioned the difficulty of weighing up the relative importance 

of projects in the different ragions. He would go furthçr and point out that 

since under the proposed programme for 1958 more than one new project would only be 

initiated in six countries, it would be necessary to decide upon the relative 

importance of new projects in different countries. 

He wished to make it clear that the difficulties of adjusting programmes were 

not insurmountable because, after bilateral discussions with individual countries, 

agreement was reached by the time the regional coraraittees met. On the other hand 

it would be very difficult to establish priorities before the budget had been 

examined by the Health Assembly and without kncwled¿;s of its final decisions. 

If the Board accepted Dr Jafar's proposal he submitted that any system of 

priorities below the ceiling of the previous budget year would be a great mistake 

and he presumed would be contrary to the Board's intfentions. He doubted whether 
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it would countenance a level of activity not at least equal to that of the previous 

year. If the draft resolution were adopted he would be grateful for an explanation 

of how priorities wfere to be actually established. 

Dr EL-CHàïTI could not accept a system of priorities designed to eliminate the 

difficulties in adjusting the programme that would follow a budgetary reduction by 

the Assembly, because to do so would pave the way to even greater reductions in 

the future than had been made in the past and would liriit the amount of help VHO 

could give to governments, particularly the most needy. Scene members of the Board 

were opposed to energetic action and to large buckets, and favoured stabilization 

and classification of projects in order of priority. If their move to keep the 

budget and field, work below a certain level were successful it might spell the 

beginning of the end or at best stultification of progress. If the suggestion 

of the Canadian Government for budgetary scrutiny by the Advisory Committee on 

Administrative and Budgetary Questions were followed, WHO might in one or two 

years' time be faced first with a resolution from the General Assembly of the 

United Nations inviting it to consider the Committee's findings more carefully, 

and finally with a resolution calling upon it to act upon those findings in their 

entirety^ That result might be acceptable to some other specialized agencies, bub 

not to WHO,given the nature of its task. Surely if there was the slightest 

chance of saving a patient no one would count the cost, and even if the patient died 

there could be no regret over what had been spent in an endeavour to save him. 
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He was firmly convinced that any classification of projects by priority 

would not be an iraprovsment and doubted whether such a system was applied by any 

national administration. He was unable to support ai^r proposal that, would have 

the effect of restricting the scope of WiO's activities, stabilizing it6 budget, 

or admitting outside supervision of its finances, all of which must constitute a 

threat to the common endeavour to attain higher stcnderas of health everywhere. 

The D I H S C T T O R - a r e f e r r i n g to a question posed by Professor Parisot, 

drew the attention of the Board to paragreph 22 in Annex 3 of document EB19/33 Add.l, 

fran which it would be seen that the Fifth Committee of the General Assembly had 

decided， at the suggestion of the French representative, that the Secretary-General 

and the Advisory Ccemnittee on i^driiinistrative and Budgetary Questions should undertake 

a study concerning the establishment of a system of priorities for the consideration 

of the next session of the General ^ssentoly. 

Dr BAQUERÏZO iu-iDOR considered that it would be virtually impossible to decide 

vhat projects should be allotted to category B2 because it was impossible to 

assess their relative merits both as between re¿-ions and countries. Moreover, 

such a system would ailitste in favour of budgetary atabilization, though 

rising costs would reduce the real value of the funds available. He was 

therefore opposed to Dr Jafsr's draft resolution. 
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Dr JAFAR regretted that cert尊in motives, of which he was altogether innocent, 

should have been attributed to him. If his aim had ever been to reduce the budget 

ceiling he would have said so in plain words, but as he had clearly stated both 

in the Standing Gomittee and in the Boards his object was an entirely different 

one, namely, to prevent a recurrence of the difficulties i^iich had already arisen 

three times when the Assembly had reduced the Director-General
1

 s budget estimates^ 

Professor Parisot had been perfectly right in drawing attention to the 

unsatisfactory шппег in ^diich pro^rariíraes had been hastily modified the first 

time that had happened. 

He was astonished that Dr Puri should have described facts аз assuirçtions. 

Ke (Dr Jefar) had never suggested that the Director-General had shown 

resentment at a decision by the Assembly or niade ary atteint to alter it: he had 

merely recalled that the Director-General had - perfectly legitimately - pointed 

to the difficulty of knowing where to make the specific cuts when, the substance 

of his programe had been approved in its totality. 

In his corniiients on the difficulty of making adjustments at the régional 

level he had ei¡phasj гэй that it was extremely embarrassing for members of the 

regional coBFaittees to question and corpare the importance of each others
1 

projects, a ni had accordingly suggested that the priorities be established at an 

earlier stage, in the course of discussions between regional directors or 

regional advisers vrith the government departroerrbs concerned» Broad agreenient 

would then have been reached before the regional committees met* That method 

would give governments some choice in the matter, as in the case of the 

Technical Assistance Programme, They would be able to indicate which 

of their requests т-.
т

сго the most urgent and which ccmld bo deferred choultí 

there be lece funi
n

i? r.vc:ilr.blo than had Ъел с̂росо̂я". Ho was 



unable to see how his proposal would coirplicats tho task of regional committees, 

which would singly continue to discuss the general merits of the regional progrararnos, 

as was already done, without having to ezanine the relative merits of projects for 

each individual country, 

Kor were tíiero ai^r grouwis for the concern es^ressod that projects which were 

given a lower order of prlcafity might be regarded as ia swae way inferior or 

defeoti-ve. If the prindLj>ie of classification which was аЗгеаф' being satis-

factoria applied in the administration of the Technical Assistance Ргофгаш© were 

accepted, the Board could then exairine the question of method, and he would be 

prepared, to consider &iy suggestion for inproving the method he had proposed. 

Professor PAEISOT assured the Director-General that in thiïikir^ that a qrstem 

of priorities might well be applied he had no secret motive of wishing to see a 

lowering of the budget ceiling. There was room for iriprovement in the method of 

exanining the ргодгавзш and budget but he doubtod whether the annual discussions on 

the budget ceiling were of any assistance in drawing up the programme* The 

Director-General was to be congratulated on launching a well-balanced ргог̂г&шв 

every year despite the cuts which had been introduced in the past. 

He believed that unless exceptional circvunstances supervened which called for а 

dirai nation in the contributions to the United Mations and specialized agencies for 

son© particular reason, ШО'э budget each year should at least not be lower than the 

preceding year. Indeed, allowance should be wade for certain essential increases 

to meet statutory liabilities for salaries and to finance new and. urgently needed 

activities such as, for exanple, those relating to atomic energy. Perhaps it would 

facilitate the Director-GerBral
1

 s task, as well as that of the Standing Committee and 

the Health Assembly, if he could draw up his rer^ular programme on the basis of the 



budget level of the previous year, being certain that adequate funds for the purpose 

would be available. I-Ie could then also propare a supplementary budget for new 

activities, and these could be given an order of priority. The Board and Assembly 

would then in reality only have to discuss the sum that was needed for that 

supplementary budget. He would welcome the Director-General
1

 s views on this 

suggestion. 

Dr CLARK said that although he had referred to the difficulty for regional 

committees of applying certain criteria, his remarks were not strictly applicable if 

the classification were to be established before the regional comnittees met. 

He agreed with those -who did not believe that the draft resolution would result 

in successive budgets being reduced but recognized that its purpose was to help 

the Director-General if less funds were available than had been anticipated durir^ 

the preparation of the budget. That had occurred on three occasions already, and 

the proposed system would materially help in ensuring that cuts were made in an 

orderly arri. well-conceived manner. He therefore supported in principle Dr Jafar's 

draft resolution, 

Dr SIRI, supplementing his previous remarks, said that some increase in the 

budget must be allowed for in order to cdnpensate for a decline in purchasing power. 

He believed it would be ii^ossible to establish a just order of priority among 

new projects because so much depended upon the stage of development reached by the 

country concerned. The whole question required more careful exaraimtion. 

Dr EL-CHATTI obser-ved that in his experience ary projects under the Technical 

Assistance Prograriimc which did not receivc top priority were relegated to the files, 

and it was precisely that kind of discrimination which he deplored. 



In the past, the Director-General with 

found it possible to adjust programmes when 

left free to do so in the future should the 

the guidance of the Assembly had always 

it had been necessary and he should be 

nsed arise. He (the speaker) persisted, 

thorefore, in opposing вщ move towards budgetary stabilization. 

D r
 puRI said that, conbraiy to Professor Farxsot's impression of the programmes 

b o i n g
 adjusted in a hasty manner, he believed that the process had been fairly 

l o i s u r e 3
y and had allowod time for consultation between regional directors and 

governments. The fact that programmes were p l a n m d two years ahead left room for 

s o m e
 latitude. If he were mistaken he would welcome correction on that point. 

The DIRECTOR-GErlSRAL pointed out to Professor Parisot that difficulties in 

adjusting programmes toing ani by the Health Assembly had occurred for the last 

time in 1951J since that date he had assumed responsibility for the adjustments. 

He found it somewhat difficult to сошгвгЛ on the suggestion made by 

p
r o f

e s s o r Parisot in his last intervention, and would point out that the United 

Nations was o l l o m n g a year for the preparation of the study on priorities by the 

Socretary-General and the Advisory Ccmr,àttee> the suggestion did however seem 

t 0
 more in line with his own views than the system proposed by Dr Jafar. 

I n
 caLling attention to the danger of a system of priorities encouraging 

reductions in the budget, he had шуег wished to suggest that such had been the 

intention of m y member of the Board. U n f o r t u n a t e , good intentions sometimes 

had the most unexpected and undesirable results. 
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The CHAIRMAN noted that the Board had already discussed at length the draft 

resolution submitted by Dr Jafar. That resolution dealt with the principle of 

establishing priorities, as well as with the question of the application of such a 

principle. In that connexion, he would call attention to the fact that a proposal 

made by* the Canadian Government，which in one of its parts dealt with a system of 

priorities in the future presentation of the proposed programme and budget estimates, 

had been considered by the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance,which 

had decided to recoinmend to the Board that the resolution be transmitted to the 

Health Assembly with the relevant documentation and without any comment thereon by 

the Board, although of course the minutes of the proceedings would be available• 

He wondered therefore whether Dr Jafar, whose resolution related to that part of 

the Canadian proposal, would be agreeable to having his resolution incorporated 

therein and dealt with in the same manner. 

Dr said thHt，while he would normally request that a decision be taken 

on his draft resolution, he would not, in view of the decision taken by the Standing 

Committee, press for an immediate vote on it. He hoped, however, that the Health 

Assembly would have before it for its consideration also the results of the 

Director-General^ s study of the question• 

The DIRECTCR--GENERAL considered that a distinction should be made between the 

Canadian proposal and that submitted by Dr Jafar, since the first would appear in 

tha Standing- Committee*s report as the proposal of a Member government, A e r e a s 

Dr Jafar ̂  s emanated from a member of the Board and the Health Ass.embly would have 

difficulty in u n d e m a n d i n g the Board i s intention in forwarding it without 

explanation• 



He was not entirely clear as to the study referred to by Dr Jafar. He 

himself had mentioned a study which was to be made, at the request of the Fifth 

Cornnlttee of the General Assembly of the United Nations, by the Secretary-General 

of the United Nations and by its Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary 

O r a t i o n s . He had not intended to carry out such a study as far as WHO was 

concerned and had not been under the impression that the Board had made any such 

specific request to him. 

Dr SIRI believed that, as a matter of principle, a clear distinction should be 

maintained between the proposals submitted on the one hand by the Canadian Government 

and on the other by Dr Jafar; he would accordingly support the Director-General
1

s 

view in that respect. He was unable to agree that the Executive Board should 

transmit the draft resolution to the Health Assembly without accompanying it by 

some expression of opinion, either favourable or otherwise, which the Health Assembly 

would then take into account. 

He recalled that he had earlier in the discussion stressed the desirability of 

undertaking a thorough study of the question of priorities. Consequently, he 

would formally propose that, even if the principle of adopting a system of 

priorities were to be accepted by vote, any decision on its application should be 

deferred until a later stage, possibly the twenty-first session of the Board, to 

enable the Board to benefit from a thorough study of that subject. It did not 

appear to hira after hearing thé various points of view expressed by members of the 

Board that there existed as yet a sound basis for the adoption of a resolution of 

the type submitted by Dr Jafar. 
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The CHAIRHAK wondered whether there might not be a danger of contradiction 

between the Board^s decision on the question of priorities as put forward in the 

Canadian proposals and that which it might take if it voted on Dr Jafar«s draft 

resolution^ he would welcome the views of the Board on that and also asked the 

Director--General whether any difficulties of procedure would arise. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL thought that a point of procedure did in fact arise and 

that the Board might wish to have before it the report of the Standing Committee on 

Administration and Finance dealing with the Canadian proposal before taking a 

decision on the draft resolution at present under consideration. There was a great 

difference between the two proposals since that of the Canadian Government suggested 

the establishment of priorities but gave no detailed suggestions in that connexion, 

whereas Dr Jafar had made proposals for the detailed application of such a system. 

Dr PURI believed it might be feasible to reconcile those two views. Dr Jafar 

had possibly presented his draft resolution in order to facilitate the Board^s 

discussion, as well as to put his own point of view, but as he was now agreeable to 

transmitting that draft resolution to the Health Assembly without comment, there 

could be no harm in linking it with the Canadian proposal or adding it immediately 

afterwards, since an account of the discussions would be available• 

Dr JAFAR agreed that it might be useful to defer a decision on his own draft 

resolution until the Canadian proposal had been examined by the Board. 



The CHAIRMAN considered that it would be preferable accordingly to postpone a 

decision on that draft resolution until a decision had been taken on the Standing 

Committee's report. 

It was 3o agreed, (Por further disoussion, see page 

2. WHO РАКР1С1РАТ1Ш IN THE EXPANDED PROGRAMME OP TSCHNIOAL ASSISTANCE I 
Item 4.1 of the Agenda (Resolution EB17,R5^j Documents EBI9/54 and EBI9/AF/4) 

ftp KAUL, Assistant Director-Gen eral. Department of Advisory Services, 

introduced the Director-General
1

s report on WHO participation in the United Nations 

Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance (document EB19/54),
1

 He also called 

attention to Chapter IV, Part H I of the preliminary report of the Standing Conmiittee 

on Administration and Finance (document EBI9/65, pages 117-121) which gave the 

Standing Coiranittee's comment on the expenditures under the Technical Assistance 

Programme, as well as to the report by the Rapporteurs of the Standing Comnittee 

(document EB19/AP/4) on a special feature of the Technical Assistance Programme 

considered by that committee. 

The Director-jGeneral
1

s report gave details of activities undertaken under the 

Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance in I956, and pointed out that, as the 

financial situation of the programme had improved, a modest expansion of activities 

had taken place. The resources made available to WHO In 1956 were shown in 

paragraphs 2.1 and 2,5 In particular. Section ) described the programme for 1957, 

which had already been approved by the technical Assistance Committee and in respect 

of whioh detailed information was given in Official Records No. 7斗 . T h e allocation 

Reproduced (without its appendices) as Annex 15 to Off, Rec. Wld Hltb Org. 76 



of funds for 1957 was shown in paragraph 3.1 and it would be noticed that for the 

first time the funds earmarked for WHO were equivalent to the approximate cost of 

the approved programme, except for a portion of the projects planned to be financed 

from currencies requiring management. That constituted yet another indication of 

the improved financial resources of the programme. 

He would call attention to two specific points in respect of 1957. In the 

first place, he recalled that TAC had taken a decision whereby the equivalent of 

10 per cent, of the resources for field activities would be set aside for regional 

and inter-country programmes; if, however, the participating organizations found 

that amount inadequate, the particular programmes concerned would be considered 时 

TAC on their own merits. The Technical Assistance Board had been faced with a 

situation тйаеге 10 per cent, had not been sufficient to cover all such projects 

and it had therefore recommended that some projects of high priority should be 

included by TAC and that an additional $ 250 000 should be made available for the 

overall programme; therefore some additional projects had been included. That 

situation was of especial iuçortance to WHO,which considered that inter-country and 

regional activities were most likely to give effective results In, for example, 

such fields as malaria control and eradication. Consequently, the 10 per cent, 

limitation placed WHO in a difficult position. TAC had not accepted TAB'S 

recommendation that the 10 per cent, limitation should be raised to 12 per cent, 

of the total resources, but it would be reviewing its policy with relation to the 

amount to be set aside for regional projects in ths current year. He would, in 

passing, draw attention to the fact that it had been possible in 1957 to use 

currencies fl-om Eastern European countries in a mmiber of field activities throughout 

the world. 



A second point which deserved considsration was the fact that an analysis of 

the trends of activities undertaken in conjunction with the Expanded Programme of 

Technical Assistance had shown a large number of projaots to be of a continuing 

nature. That characteristic had called for further stttdy by TAC,which had expressed 

concern that projects of thaft type might absorb too high a proportion of its 

resources. That also would be of groat s i g n i f i c a n t o WIO,since most of the 

Organization's activities were necessarily of a long-tei*» or continuing nature if 

they were to bear fruit, so that a curtailment of such programmes would seriously 

affect results in the health field. 

The programme for 1956 was still in the stage of preliminary negotiations and 

was recorded in Official Records No. 74-. It would be negotiated on the basis of 

country programme planning in the summer of the current year and would be based on 

the assumption that the resources available would be afc least as much as for 1957. 

The Board would particularly wish to note section 8, referring to the TAC 

study of operational services costs and administrative oosts. ife would refrain 

from commenting on the details of that section as the matter had been studied in 

the Standing Committee. He also called attention to document ЕВ19/AF/4,which 

raised the question of the local costs borne by recipient governments. WHO had in 

the past raised the matter in T/JB, in TAC, and in the Economic and Social Council, 

and the Organization had maintained its request for a revision of the position. 

It was apparent from that document that some members of the Standing Committee 

wished the subject to be considered further. 

Dr PURI, comraerJ.dng cai the question of local costs, obsorvod that, since TAC 

had exceptionally waived costs in respect of certain catmtries, that might be taken 



as an indication that it would not be averse to modifying the provision should 

sufficiently strong reasons be put forward. He therefore suggested that the 

Secretariat should make every effort in that direction. 

With regard to Dr Kaul's statement that the ceiling of 10 per cent, of the 

total resources fixed by TAC for inter-country projects would be particularly 

detrimental to the activities of WHO, he felt that, while inter—country projects 

were no doubt of great value, it could not be denied that undue attention was 

perhaps being given to programmes of that type. For instance, it should not be 

forgotten that the point had been made in the course of discussion earlier in the 

present session that the number of expert committee meetings might well be reduced. 

He was convinced that TAG would not have arrived at the figure of a 10 per cent, 

ceiling without giving the matter full consideration and he would suggest that WHO 

should also adopt a more critical attitude in that connexion. 

Dr Kaul had also referred to the fact that long-range programmes were 

particularly well suited to the work of WHO. He himself felt some apprehension 

in that respect since it seemed to him that, unless WHO became more critical in its 

outlook, it might at times be encouraging certain vested interests. It should not 

Ъе forgotten that TfJHO's objective was to stimulate interest in particular activities 

and that the responsibility for those activities should later be assumed by the 

national authorities themselves. It did not therefore appear desirable for WHO to 

undertake too many long-standing liabilities. 

Dr MOORE recalled that in 1954 the Economic and Social Council had replaced a 

system of percentage allocations to the participating agencies by one of country 

programme planning, which had соме into effect in 1956. It was based on the 
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concept that projects were submitted by governments and priorities established by 

them and, in order to avoid substantial fluctuations in the total amounts entrusted 

to each participating organization, it had been decided that the amount to be 

allocated to each of them in 1957 would not Ъе leas than 85 per cent, of the amount 

allocated under the 1956 programme. He asked whether the Director-General favoured 

the continued application of the 85 per cent, rule or whether he foresaw its 

eventual elimination. 

He would also like the Director-General‘s opinion on a system providing for 

the progressive reduction of the percentage and the establishment of a free market 

in Technical Assistance, which would be subject to only one condition, nams3y, that 

the projects would have to be completed; for example, if a project were spread, 

over more than one year, funds would have to be allocated for its continuation. 

Dr KAUL, replying to the points raised by Dr Puri, said that, while it was 

true that TAB had granted waivers in respect of local costs to some seven countries, 

those waivers had related to the total programmes and were subject, in accordance 

with specific legislation governing the pracitice of TAB in local costs, to 

reconsideration and withdrawal should the countries no longer comply with the 

required criteria. He was, therefore, unable to say whether that procedure could 

be taken as pointing to the possibility of TAC being agreeable to removtog entirely 

the clause providing for participation in local costs; indeed, hitherto, such 

participation had been regarded as one of the essential conditions of providing 

funds under th© Technical Assistance Programme. It should moreover be borne in 

mind that such contributions by governments added resources of some $ 2-1/2 million 

to those available for financing projects, and the possibility might arise of new 

activities being reduced if such participation were waived. It was, however, 

possible to raise the matter for reconsideration by TAG shnuld the Board so desire. 
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In connexion with Dr Puri ' s remarks regarding the ceiling for inter-couii悔 

projects, he.vould remind the Board that many resolutions had been adopted by the 

regional committees stressing the value of inter-country activities， and that the 

trend towards such activities was growing and had been endorsed by the Health 

Assembly• Two or three other specialized agencies were in the same position in 

that respect and WHO was not alone in encountering difficulties in remaining vithin 

the 10 per cent, ceiling• It seemed that, if adequate support were obtained from 

governments on that position, WHO and other members of TAB should Ъе able to convince 

TAC of the value of inter-country programmes• 

In the case of long-term programmes
;
 he would emphasize that a two-year project 

was a common occurrence in the WHO programme^vhereas it might be considered as quite 

long by TAC and TAB as compared with s came activities undertaken by other organizations ̂  

e
#
g

#
 the provision of short-term consultants

t
 Again, the trend towards long-term 

p r e s e t s was becoming common to other organizations^ particularly where training and 

administration programmes were involved
 t 

Replying to the point raised by Dr Moore， he said that TAC and TAB had not 

created any difficulties in connexion vith the 1956 programme with regard to the 

application of the 85 per cent, guarantee. Not only did continuing projects enjoy 

higher priority^ but also financial increases had occurred for 1957 which had 

permitted the programme to； grow. Accordingly, no special measures had been necessary 

to meet the 85 per cent • guarantee • He was unable to say whether that guarantee 

would be eliminated； that was a proposal which TAC might have to consider. At the 

present moment, the feeling in the participating organizations
д
 as well as in TAB 
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anâ in TAjCJ was that the new legislation should as far as possible be given an 

opportunity to function for an experimental period without any changes in the 

administration or the organization of the programme. Since it placed no limitations 

on the programme planning, it vould appear that no action was necessary in that field 

at present. 

He was not entirely clear as to Dr Moore's seconfl poixrb. He vould, however, 

state that it vas important that the continuing activities should have financial 

resources maâe available to them for their completion. At the present moment, 

TAC's allocations were on an annual basis and subject to annual approval of the 

related programme ； accordingly, continuing activities had to Ъе incited In the 

budget proposals and specifically approved each year. It would definitely prove 

a stabilizing factor ars3 guarantee the continuation of a particular activity if an 

allocation of funds was made for the duration of a specific project. 

The CHAJBMIN noted that the representative of TAB had been present at the 

session of the Board and he took the opportunity of expressing his appreciation of 

that interest shewn. He invited him to address the meeting, 

OBEZ (Technical Assistance Board) was grateful for that opportunity. As 

the Chairman had stated, he had Ъееп keenly interested in all the discussions which 

had taken place in the Board • For the present, he had, however, nothing to adâ to 

the statements made. 

The СШШШШ proposed for the Board ' s consideration the following âraft 

resolution on the approved 1957 Technical Assistance Programme anâ the financial 

situation for 1957： 
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The Executive Board, 

Having considered the report of the Director-General on the Expanded 

Programme of Technical Assistance for 1957 and the financial situation for 

that year, 

1. TAKES NOTE of the Category I and 工I projects approved by TaB and TÁC 

for 1957 as reflected in Official Records No, 74
i
 and that the Category I 

programme approval for Ш 0 for 1957 amounts to 益 5 405 900； 

2 . NOTES that, for the first time in the programme, the funds earmarked at 

the beginning of the year are equivalent to the ostiraated costs of the approved 

programme, except for a portion of the projects planned to be financed from 

currencies requiring management; 

3 . EXPRESSES the hope thst the financial stability of the programme will 

continue to improve, so that approved programmes can be carried out as planned. 

Decisiont The resolution was adopted (see resolution EB19
0
R4.5)e 

The GHAIRMâN then proposed the following draft resolution on planning for the 

1958 Technical Assistance Programme s 

The Executive Board, 

Having considered the information concerning the Technical Assistance 

Programme in Official Records No. 74, the report of the Standing Committee on 

Administration and Finance, and th|^re£ort of the Director-General on Щ0 

participation in the United Nations Expanded l-rogramme of Technical Assistance 

relating to the 195S programme, 

1» RECOGNIZES thst the amounts shown for projects under the Technical Assistance 

Progrararae in Official Records No, 74， are some ¿ 483 ООО in excess of the target 

figures established by the Technical Assistance Board; that even those target 

figures are for the purpose of original planning only; and that at present there 

is no information as to (1) the amount of funds "which may bccome available for 

1958, nor as to (2) the projects which goverments will finally request in their 

co-ordinated country programmes for 1958; 
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2 . BEQUESTS the Director-General, in advising and assisting governments in 

the planning of the health activities to Ъе included in their 1958 co-ordinated 

country programmes, to continue to call their attention to the principles 

enunciated in resolution EB17.E56； 

Having reviewed the operational services and administrative costs planned 

to Ъе financed in 1958 from Technical Assistance Funds； 

3 . APPROVES the expenditure for operational services and administrative 

costs as estimatea by the Director-General in Official Becords No. 了4華 

Mr SA.HA was particularly interested in the reference to the principles 

enunciated in resolution ЕБ17.Е56 contained in the second operative paragraph of the 

draft resolution. He had noted in the second paragraph of the introduction of the 

Director-General»s report (document EB19/5
1

»-) that the proportion of funds in the 

1957 approved prograrame for projects relating to the development of power, transport, 

communications and auxiliary services to inSustry and agriculture had increased at 

the expense of projects for health services and education. That statement was a 

direct reflection of the apprehension he had expressed regarding the new system of 

flmncing adopted Ъу the Technical Assistance Programme. It was most important 

that the Boarf should take cognizance of that fact and should bring it to the 

attention of the Health Assembly, He would therefore whole-heartedly support the 

draft resolution. 

Decision: The resolution was adopter
1

 (see resolution EB19»R4-6)« 

The СНАЛЕМШ then proposed the following draft resolution on the Expanded 

Programme of Technical Assistance (regional projects): 



The Executive Board
; 

Becalling that the World Health Assembly and the Board itself have 

reiterated the importance they attech to inter-country (regional) projects 

developed at the request of governments 

Noting the interest which the Technical Assistance Committee is taking 

in regional projects, 

1 . E E Œ E T S that the 10 per cent, limitation for regional projects on the 

1957 planning figures m d e it necessary for the Director-General to ask 

governments participating in five inter-country projects to provide for 

those projects in their country programme submission^ thereby creating 

operational difficulties through the artificial division of projects wbieb 

m m t Ъе or)Cit:.t'4l as an entity； 

2 . EXPRESSES its satisfaction that the Technical Assistance Committee 

intends to study thoroughly the question of regional projects at its session 

in the summer of 1957; 

'5. REQUESTS the Director-General to provide the Technical Assistance 

Committee with comprehensive inforciation on the nature and importance of 

regional projects carried out by WHO with funds from the Expanded Programe 

of Technical Assistance. 

Decision: The resolution was adopted (see resolution EB19.R47)« 

The СНЛЛЕ_ proposed the following draft resolution on local costs under the 

Technical Assistance Programme : 

The Executive Board； 

Considering that the Board and the Health Assembly have repeatedly in the 

past expressed the view that the requiremeirt under the Expanded Prograrane of 

Technical Assistance that governments contribute to the local subsistence 

costs of internatiomlly recruited personnel engaged on Technical Assistance 

projects should be removed； 
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Believing that such costs should Ъе financed unâer the Technical 

Assistance Programme in the same manner as under the regular programme of the 

World Health Organizction, 

REQUESTS the Director-General to convey again the opinion of the Board 

and the Health Assembly on this matter to the Technical Assistance Board 

and also to the Technical Assistance Conmittee, at such time as the item is 

on the agenda of the Technical Assistance Committee. 

Decision: The resolution vas adopted (see resolution EB19»R48)» 

The neeting rose at p,m 



Appendix 

CLASSIPICATIQÍ OF PROJECTS BY HH^RITIES 

(Draft Resolution proposed by Dr M, Jafar) 

The Executive Board, 

Having examined the present procedures involved in“the development 

of the annual budget and programme； 

Having regard to the difficulties experienced in the past in adjusting 

the proposed programme to the budget ceiling fixed by the World Health Assembly； 

and 

Considering it desirable that the national health administrations should 

have an opportunity in the early stages of the programme planning to indicate 

priorities for projects which finally may be included in the approved budget, 

REC0MMEN3DS that the projects be classified as Category A (continuing 

projects). В
х
 and B y category to be financed first out of funds which 

would be released out of the previous year's ceiling due to the completion of 

projects, and also any increase which may be approved in the new year's budget； 

after B^^ projects have been included, 、 to be considered by the Director-General 

until the ceiling approved by the Assembly is reached. 
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1. RSVISJ OF THiC P二CGRAZ'íKE AND BUDGET SSTI, х.Т..й FOR 1958: Item 3.2 of the Agenda 
(Official Records No. 74, Document EB19/55) (continued) . ‘‘ 

First Report of the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance (Document EBX9/65) 
( c o n t i n u e d ) - — 啦 ™ 一 — … — — — — — — — — 

Classification of projects by priorities (Appendix 26 of the report) (continued) 

The CHAIRMAN invited the Board to continue its discussion of Appendix 26 in 

the Standing Committee
1

 s prelixninary report and of Dr Jâfar 丨 s draft resolution 

concerning the classification of projects in order of priority• 

Dr PHARAON said that, as the Organization's object was to improve health 

services throughout the world, the Executive Board should frame its recommendations 

to the Health Assembly in the light cf needs and they, after all, could not be 

stabilized» Hence, in his opinion, projects could not be classified into 

categories capable of being cut automatically if the Assembly decided to lower the 

budget ceiling• 

f 

Dr PURI considered that Dr Jafar had based his draft resolution on a series 

of assumptions. First， that a cut in the Director-General
1

s proposed budget must 

be anticipated and that past experience seemed to give some ground for that 

expectation. Secondly, that since on the occasions when the Assembly had proposed 

a cut in the budget before, the Director-General had invariably said that he did not 

know where the reductions should fall^ that argument would again be adduced If the 

situation were to recur at the forthcoming Assembly» Thirdly, Dr Jafar had 

assumed that the Organization and, in particular^ its regional offices, had 

encountered difficulties in adjusting the programme when ad hoc cuts had been made* 



He wondered whether that was in fact the cage, both for the Organization itself and 

national health administrations• His purpose in asking that question was to 

emphasize that if these difficulties did not really exist there was no justification 

for the draft resolution, since there was no need to prescribe a remedy for a patient 

who was not ill. He saw no reason why WHO should follow the procedure adopted by 

the Technical Assistance Eoard (a programme for which there was no choice but to 

establish priorities) if no particular advantage would b e gâined« 

Classifying projects might help the Director-General in deciding where outs 

should be made, but it would complicate the task of regional committees and 

governments by perhaps placing exaggerated emphasis on the possibility of reducing 

field activities. He would have thought that any reductions should be spread out 

more equitably
# 

With those considerations in mind he hoped that Dr Jafar would see his way to 

modifying his draft resolution. 

Professor P3S0NEN welcomed Dr Jafar»s practical, proposal. If the Health 

Assembly reduced the Director-General‘s budget estuuates it might be easier to make 

the necessary adjustments in projects classified by order of urgency» He would 

also support the draft resolution because it might induce governments to plan more 

efficiently. 

Professor R^RISOT said that the draft resolution posed an important question of 

principle of whether there was any need to establish priorities and if so why. 

In the past when the Assembly had reduced the Director-General* s budget estimates. 

committees had been hastily convened to lop off parts of the programme so that 



costs would be kept within the established limit - a method which inevitably proved 

unsatisfactory because decisions were taken without mature reflection. The method 

proposed by Dr Jafar, which was already applied in other agencies and was at the 

instance of the French Goverment to be examined in the United Nations, was more 

orderly and would make it possible to avoid injudicious and hasty reductions^ He 

therefore wholeheartedly supported the introduction of a system of priorities, but 

before discussing questions of method it would be desirable to hear the 

Director-General
f

 s opinion. 

The DIRECTOR-ŒSN:2KàL regretted that he could not give a simple reply
д
 but it 

vac essential to consider carefully the possible consequences of.such a system^ 

He agreed with the classification of projects by priority to the extent that it ves 

already being done in his budget proposals under three headings : the regular 

budget^ Technical Assistance Category 工工,and the additional projects in the green 

pages• On the other hand, it could also be contended that adoption of the procedure 

proposed by Dr Jafar would result in stabilization of the programme* 

The Director-Gencral^ s proposals had been reduced on three occasions» In X951 

the Assembly had set up a working party to make recommendations as to where the 

reductions should fall, but on the other two occasions, in 1954 and 1956, when his 

budget had been reduced by ¿ 800 ООО and i 741 ООО respectively^ he had accepted 

the responsibility for adjusting the programme in consultation with regional 

directors^ governments, and regional committeos, and that had been accomplished» 

However, as he had emphasized in his statement to the Ninth Korld Health Assembly； 



he must have guidance as to where the reductions should be made because his proposed 

prograirime^ being conceived as one which best accorded with the aims of the Organization 

and needs of Member States, received only praise and no criticism. He hoped that 

that explanation would remove any misconception about the way in which he had 

proceeded in the past. As some members of the Board had already pointed out, one 

of the dangers of a system of priorities was that it might offer an easy way for 

imposing reductions in the programme. As Director-General^ it was his duty to 

draw up the best type of programme that could be implemented taking into account 

all the factors involved， but that conception would be entirely altered if he 

were asked to prepare an order of priorities
% 

Dr Clark had mentioned the difficulty of weighing up the relative importance 

of projects in the different regions• He would go further and point out that 

since under the proposed p r o g r a m e for 1958 more than one new project would only be 

initiated in six countries^ it would be necessary to decide upon the relative 

importance of new projects in different countries» 

He wished to make it clear that the difficulties of adjusting programmes were 

not insurmountable because^ after bilateral discussions with individual countries, 

agreement was reached by the time the regional committees met. On the other hand 

it would be very difficult to establish priorities before the budget had been 

examined by the Health Assembly and without knowledge of its final decisions» 

If the Board accepted Dr Jafar‘s proposal he submitted that any system of 

priorities below the ceiling of the previous budget year would be a great mistake 

and he presumed would be contrary to the Board's intentions. He doubted whether 



it would countenance a level of activity not at least equal to that of the previous 

year. If the draft resolution were adopted he would be grateful for an explanation 

of how priorities were to be actually established. 

Dr EL-СНдТТ工 could not accept a system of priorities designed to eliminate the 

difficulties in adjusting the programme that would follow a budgetary reduction by 

the Assembly, because to do so would pave the way to even greater reductions in 

the future than had been made in the past and would limit the amount of help WHO 

could give to government s
 д
 particularly the most needy. Some members of the Board, 

were opposed to energetic action and to large bud-ets^ and favoured stabilization 

and classification of projects in order of priority. If their move to keep the 

budget and field work below a certain level were successful it might spell the 

beginning of the end or at best stultification of progress. If the suggestion 

of the Canadian Government for budgetary scrutiny by the Advisory Committee on 

Administrative and Budgetary Questions were followed， WHO might in one or two 

years^ time be faced first with a resolution from the General Assembly of the 

United Nations inviting it to consider the Committee
1

s findings more carefully^ 

and finally with a resolution calling upon it to act upon those findings in their 

entirety» That result might be acceptable to some other specialized agencies but 

not to WHO given the nature of its task
#
 Surely if there was the slightest 

chance of saving a patient no one would count the cost， and even if the patient died 

there could be no regret over what had been spent in an endeavour to save him. 



He was firmly convinced that any classification of projects by priority 

would not be an improvement and doubted whether such a system was applied by any-

national administration. He was unable to support any proposal that would have 

the effect of restricting the scope of W H O
1

s activities^ stabilizing its budget^ 

or admitting outside supervision of its finances, all of which must constitute a 

threat to the common endeavour to attain higher standards of health everywhere. 

The DiaSCTOR-G.DNSMI^ referring to a question posed by Professor Parisot^ 

drew the attention of the Eoard to paragraph 22 in Annex 3 of document EB19/33 Add^l, 

from which it would be seen that the Fifth Cominittee of the General Assembly had 

decided, at the suggestion of the French representative^ that the Secretary-General 

and the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions should undertake 

a study concerning the establishment of a system of priorities for the consideration 

of the next session of the General Assembly, 

Dr BAQUERIZO ¿M¿DOR considered that it would be virtually impossible to decide 

what projects should be allotted to category B2 because it was impossible to 

assess their relative merits both as between regions and countries. Moreover^ 

such a system would nilitste in favour of budgetary stabilization^ though 

rising costs would reduce the real value of the funds available. He was 

therefore opposed to Dr Jafar丨s draft resolution* 



Dr JAFAR regretted that certain motives, of which he was altogether innocent, 

should have been attributed to him. If his aim had ever been to reduce the budget 

ceiling he would have said so in plain words, but as he had clearly stated both 

in the Standing Gomroittee and in the Boards his object was an entirely different 

one, nairxôly, to prevent a recurrence of the difficulties which had already arisen 

three times when the Assembly had reduced the Director-General^ s budget estimates. 

Professor Parisot had been perfectly right in drawing attention to the 

unsatisfactory manner in which programes had been hastily inodified the first 

time that had happened
# 

Ke was astonished that Dr Puri should have described facts as assuiîÇ)tions» 

He (Dr Jefar) had never suggested that the Director-General had shown 

resentment at a decision by the Assembly or made ary atterqrt to alter itt he had 

merely recalled that the Director-General had - perfectly legitimately - pointed 

to the difficulty of knowing where to make the specific cuts when the substance 

of his programe had been фproved in its totality. 

In his comments on the difficulty of making adjustments at the regional 

level he had emphasised that it was extrémely embarrassing for members of the 

regional committees to question and corrpare the importance of each others
1 

projects, a ni had accordingly suggested that the priorities be established at an 

earlier ^bage, in the course of discussions between regional directors or 

regional advisers i-rith the government departments concerned. Broad agreement 

would then have been reached before the regional coinmittees met* That method 

would give gover merits some choice in the matter, as in the case of the 

Technical Assistance Prograxame. They would be able to indicate which 

of thoir requests Vovq the most ur ;ent and vhich c<nild bo dufcrrud chould 

thoro be Iocs fuiii
n

c cvciilablo than had ЪеиП Ho was 



unable to see how his proposal would conplicats the task of regional committees, 

xjhich would singly continue to discuss the general merits of the regional programmes, 

as was already done, without having to examine the relative merits of projects for 

each individual country. 

Nor were thera ary grounds for the concern expressed that projects which were 

given a lower order of priority night be regarded, as in some way inferior or 

defective. If the principle of classification which was already being satis-

factorily applied in the administration of the Technical Assistance Programme were 

accepted, the Board could, then exaiiine the question of method, and he would be 

prepared to consider any- suggestion for inpro-ving the method he had proposed. 

Professor PARISOT assured the Director-General that in thinking that a system 

of priorities might well be applied he had no secret motive of wishing to see a 

lowering of the budget ceiling. There was room for improvement in the method of 

examining the programme and budget but he doubtod whether the annual discussions on 

the budget ceiling were of ацу assistance in drawing up the programme. The 

Director-General was to be congratulated on launching a xiell-balanced programme 

every year despite the cuts which had been introduced, in the past. 

He believed that unless exceptional circurastances supervened which called for a 

diinination in the contributions to the United Nations and specialized agencies for 

some particular reason) WIO's budget each year should at least not be lower than the 

preceding year. Indeed， allowance should be made for certain essential increases 

to meet statutoiy liabilities for salaries and to firance ncu c.nd urgently needed 

activities such as, for exariple, those relating to atomic energy<, Perhaps it would 

facilitate the Director-General's task, as well as that of the Starding Committee and 

the Health Assembly, if he could draw up his r e b l a r programme on the basis of the 



budget level of the previous year^ being certain that adequate funds for the purpose 

would be available. líe could then also prepare a supplementary budget for new 

activities, and these could be given an order of priority. «The Board and Assembly 

would then in reality only have to discuss the sum that was needed for that 

supplementary budget. He would welcome the Director-Qereral
1

 s views on this 

suggestion. 

Dr CLARK said that although he had referred to the difficulty for regional 

committees of applying certain criteria, his remarks were not strictly applicable if 

the classification were to be established before the regional committees met. 

He agreed with those who did not believe that the draft resolution would result 

in successive budgets being reduced but recognized that its purpose was to help 

the Director-General if less funds were available than had been anticipated during 

the preparation of the budget. That had occurred on three occasions already, and 

the proposed system x>jould materially help in ensuring that cuts were made in an 

orderly and well-conceived manner• He therefore supported in principle Dr Jafar
1

.s 

draft resolution^ 

Dr SIRI, supplGmenting his previous rer.iarks^ said that some increase in the 

budget roast be allowed for in order to conpensate for a decline in purchasing power» 

He believed it would be impossible to establish a just order of priority among 

new projects because so much depended upon the stage of development reached by tho 

country concerned.^ The whole question required more careful exarnination^ 

Dr EL-GHATTI observed that in his experience any projects under the Technical 

Assistance Programme which did not rocc-ivc top priority were relegated to the filos, 

and it was precisely that kind of discrimination which he doplored. 



In the past, the Director-Geœral with the guidance of the Assembly had always 

found it possible to adjust programmes when it had been necessary and he should be 

left free to do so in the future should the need arise. He (the speaker) persisted 

therefore, in opposing ary move towards budgetary s t a M U z a t i o n . 

Dr PURI said that, contrary to Professor Parisot's impression of the programmes 

being adjusted in a hasty manner, he telievod that the process had been fair3y 

leisurely and had allowed time for consultation between regional directors and 

governments. The fact that programmes were planned two years ahead left room for 

some latitude. If he were mistaken he would welcome correction on that point. 

The DIRECTOR-GEHSRAL pointed out to Professor Parisot that difficulties in 

adjusting p r o g r a m e s during arrL by the Health Assembly had occurred for the last 

time in 1951i since that date he had assumed responsibility for the adjustments. 

He found it somewhat difficult to comrent on the suggestion made by 

Professor Parisot in his last intervention, and would point out that the United 

N a t i o n was allowing a year for the preparation of the study on priorities by the 

Secretary-General and the Advisory Committee) the suggestion did however seem 

t 0
 more in line with his own views than the system proposed by Dr Jafar. 

In caLling attention to the danger of a system of priorities encouraging 

reductions in the budget, he had rever wished to suggest that such had been the 

intention of aiy member of the Board, Unfortunately, good intentions sometimes 

had the irost u n e ^ e c t e d and. undesirable results。 



The CHAIRMAN noted-that the Board had already discussed at length the draft 

.resolution submitted by Dr Jafar. That resolution dealt with the principle of 

establishing priorities, as well as with the question of the application of such a 

principle. In that connexion^ he would call attention to the fact that a proposal 

made by the Canadian Government^ which in one of its parts dealt with a system of 

priorities in the future presentation of the proposed prograriime and budget estimates, 

had been considered by the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance which 

had decided to recoimend: to the Board that the resolution be transmitted to the 

Health Assembly with the relevant documentation and without any comment thereon by 

the Board, although of course the minutes of the proceedings would be available. 

He wondered therefore whethor Dr Jafar, whose resolution related to that part of 

the Canadian proposal, would be agreeable to having his resolution incorporated 

therein and dealt with in the samo manner. 

Dr JAFAR said that^ while he would normally request that a decision be taken 

on his draft resolution^ he would not^ in view of the decision taken by the Standing 

Committee^ press for an immediate vote on it He hoped, however, that the Health 

Assembly would have before it for its consideration also the results of the 

Director-Generalf s study of the question, 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL considered that a distinction should be inade between the 

Canadian proposal and that submitted by Dr Jafar^ since the first would appear in 

the Standing Committee * s report as the proposal of a Member government, whereas 

Dr Jafar ̂  s emanated from a member of the Board and the Health Assembly would have 

difficulty in understanding the Board î s intention in forwarding it without 

explanation• 



He was not entirely clear as to the study referred to by Dr Jafar. He 

himself had mentioned a study which was to be made, at the request of the Fifth 

Committee of the General Assembly of the United Nations, by the Secretary-General 

of the United Nations and by its Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary-

Questions. He had not intended to carry out such a study as far as WHO was 

concerned and had not been under the impression that the Board had made any such 

specific request to him. 

Dr SIRI believed that, as a matter of principle, a clear distinction should be 

maintained between the proposals submitted on the one hand by the Canadian Government 

and on the other by Dr Jafar; he would accordingly support the Director-General
1

s 

view in that respect. He was unable to agree that the Executive Board should 

transmit the draft resolution to the Health Assembly without accomparying it by 

some expression of opinion^ either favourable or otherwise, which the Health Assembly 

would then take into account. 

He recalled that he had earlier in the discussion stressed the desirability of 

undertaking a thorough study of the question of priorities. Consequently, he 

would formally proposa that, even if the principle of adopting a system of 

priorities were to be accepted by vote, any decision on its application should be 

deferred until a later stage, possibly the twenty-first session of the Board, to 

enable the Board to benefit from a thorough study of that subject. It did not 

appear to him after hearing the various points of view expressed by members of the 

Board that there existed as yet a sound basis for the adoption of a resolution of 

the type submitted by Dr Jafar. 



The CHAIRMAN wondered whether there might not be a danger of contradiction 

between the Board's decision on the question of priorities as put forward in the 

Canadian proposals and that which it might take if it voted on Dr Jafar's draft 

resolution; he would welcome the views of the Board on that and also asked the 

Director-General whether any difficulties of procedure would arise. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL thought that a point of procedure did in fact arise and 

that the Board might wish to have before it the report of the Standing Committee on 

Administration and Finance dealing with the Canadian proposal before taking a 

decision on the draft resolution at present under consideration. There was a great 

difference between the two proposals since that of the Canadian Government suggested 

the establishment of priorities but gave no detailed suggestions in that connexion, 

whereas Dr Jafar had made proposals for the detailed application of such a system. 

Dr PURI believed it might be feasible to reconcile those two views. Dr Jafar 

had possibly presented his draft resolution in order to facilitate the Board's 

discussion, as well as to put his own point of view, but as he was now agreeable to 

transmitting that draft resolution to the Health Assembly without comment-, there 

could be no harm in linking it with the Canadian proposal or adding it immediately 

afterwards, since an account of the discussions would be available. 

Dr JAFAR agreed that it might be useful to defer a decision on his отаа draft 

resolution until the Canadian proposal had been examined by the Board. 



The CHAIRMAN considered that it would be preferable accordingly to postpone a 

decision on that draft resolution imtil a decision had been taken on the Standing 

Committee
?

s report. 

It was so agreed, 

2. WHO PARTICIPATION IN THE EXPANDED PROGRAMME OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 
Item 4.1 of the Agenda (Resolution EB17.R54； Documents EB19/54 and BB19/AFA) 

Dr KAUL^ Assistant Director-General^ Department of Advisory Services, 

introduced the Director-General
1

 s report on ТлНО participation in the United Nations 

Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance (document ЕВ19/54)« He also called 

attention to Part III of the preliminary report of the Standing Committee on 

Administration and Finance (docuirent EB19/65, pages 117-121) which gave the 

Standing Committee，s comment on the expenditures жЛх the Technical Assistance 

programme^ as well as to the report by the Rapporteurs of the Standing Committee 

(document EB19/AF/4) on a special feature of the Technical Assistance Programme 

considered by that committee. 

The Director-General^ s report gave details of activities undertaken under the 

Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance in 1956, and pointed out that, as the 

financial situation of the programme had improved， a modest expansion of activities 

had taken place
e
 The resources made available to WHO in 1956 were shown in 

paragraphs 2.1 and 2.3 in particular. Section 3 described the programme for 1957, 

which had already been approved by the Technical Assistance Committee and in respect 

of which detailed information was given in Official Records No. 74. The allocation 



of funds for 1957 was shown in paragraph 3.1 and it would be noticed that for the 

first time the funds earmarked for WHO were equivalent to the approximate cost of 

the approved programme, except for a portion of the projects planne'd to be financed 

from currencies requiring management. That constituted yet another indication of 

the improved financial resources of the programme. 

He would call attention to two specific points in respect of 1957. In the 

first place, he recalled that TAC had taken a decision whereby the equivalent of 

10 per cent, of the resources for field activities would be set aside for regional 

and inter-country programmes^ if, however, the participating organizations found 

thât amount inadequate, the particular programmes concerned would be considered by 

TAC on their own merits. The Technical Assistance Board had been faced with a 

situation тлпеге 10 per cent, had not been sufficient to cover all such projects 

and it had therefore recommended that some projects of high priority should be 

included by TAC and that an additional $ 250 000 should be made available for the 

overall programmei therefore sons additional projects had been included. That 

situation was of especial importance to WHO which considered that inter-country and 

regional activities wsre most likely to give effective results in^ for example
} 

such fields as malaria control and eradication. Consequently, the 10 per cent, 

limitation placed ¥H0 in a difficult position. TAC had not accepted TAB I s 

recommendation that the 10 per cent, limitation should be raised to 12 per cent. 

of the total resources, but it would be reviewing its policy with relation to the 

amount to be set aside for regional projects in the current year. He would, in 

passing, draw attention to the fact that it had been possible in 1957 to use 

currencies from Eastern European countries in a number of field activities throughout 

the world. 



A second point which doserved consideration was the fact that an analysis of 

the trends of activities undertaken in conjunction with the Expanded Programme of 

Technical Assistance had shown a large number of projects to be of a continuing 

nature. That characteristic had called for further study by TAC which had expressed 

concern that projects of that type might absorb too high a proportion of its 

resources. That also would be of great significance to WHO since most of the 

Organization's activities were necessarily of a long-term or continuing oaturo if 

they were to bear fruit, so that a curtailment of such programmes would seriously 

affect results in the health field. 

The programme for 1958 was still in the stage of preliminary negotiations and 

was recorded in Official Records No. 74« It would be negotiated on the basis of 

country programme planning in the summer of the current year and would Ъе based, on 

the assumption that the resources available would be at-- least as much as for 1957. 

The Board would particularly wish to note section 8, referring to the TAC 

study of operational services costs and administrative costs. He would refrain 

from commenting on the details of that section as the matter had been studied in 

the Standing Committee. He also called attention to document EB19/AF/4 which 

raised the question of the local costs borne by recipient goverrmGnts. WHO had in 

the past raised the matter in TAB, in TAC, and in the Economic and Social Council, 

and the Organization had maintained its request for a revision of the position. 

It was apparent from that document that some members of the Standing Committee 

wished the subject to be considered further. 

Dr PURI, commen
J

-ing on the question of local costs^ observed that, since TAC 

had exceptionally waived costs in respect of certain countries, that might be taken 



as an indication that it would not be averse to modifying the provision should 

sufficiently strong reasons be put forward. He therefore suggested that the 

Secretariat should make every effort in that direction. 

With regard to Dr Kaul‘s stateinent that the ceiling of 10 per cent, of the 

total resources fixed by TAG for inter-country projectè would be particularly 

detrimental to the activities of WHO, he felt that, while inter-country projects 

were no doubt of great value ̂  it could not be denied that undue attention was 

perhaps being given to programmes of that type. For instance, it should not be 

forgotten that the point had been made in the course of discussion earlier in the 

present session that the number of expert committee meetings might well be reduced. 

He was convinced that TAC would not have arrived at the figure of a 10 per cent, 

ceiling without giving the matter full consideration and he would suggest that WHO 

should also adopt a more critical attitude in that connexion. 

Dr Kaul had also referred to the fact that long—range programmes were 

particularly well suited to the work of ¥H0
9
 He himself felt some apprehension 

in that respect since it seemed to him that，unless WHO became more critical in its 

outlook, it might at times be encouraging certain vested interests • It should not 

be forgotten that WHO^s objective was to stimulate interest in particular activities 

and that the responsibility for those activities should later be assumed by the 

national authorities themselves. ГЬ did not therefore appear desirable for WHO to 

undertake too many long-standing liabilities 

Dr MOORE recalled that in 1954. the Economic and Social Council had replaced a 

system of percentage allocations to the participating agencies by one of country-

pro gramme planning, which had coine into effect in 1956. It was based on the 



concept that projects were submitted by goveramonts and priorities established by 

them and, in order to avoid substantial fluctuations in the total amoiints entrusted 

to each participating organization^ it had been decided that the amount to be 

allocated to each of them In 1957 would not be less than 85 per cent, of the amount 

allocated under the 1956 p r o g r a m e , He asked whether the Director-General favoured 

the continued application of the 85 per cent • rule or whether he foresaw its 

eventual elimination. 

He would also like the Dir©ctor-General^s opinion on a system providing for 

the progressive reduction of the percentage and the establishment of a free market 

in Technical Assistance, which would be subject to only one condition, namely^ that 

the projects would have to be completed; for example^ if a project were spread 

over more than one year, funds would have to be allocated for its continuation• 

Dr KAUL, replying to the points raised by Dr Puri^ said that, while it was 

true that TAB had granted waivers in respect of local costs to some seven countries, 

those waivers had related to the total programmes and were subject, in accordance 

with specific legislation governing the practice of TAB in local costs
д
 to 

reconsideration and withdrawal should the countries no longer comply with the 

required criteria. He was^ therefore^ unable to say whether that procedure could 

be taken as pointing to the possibility of TAC being agreeable to removing entirely 

the clause providing for participation in local costs; indeed， hitherto, such 

participation had been regarded as one of the essential conditions of providing 

funds under the Technical Assistance Programme. It should moreover be borne in 

mind that such contributions by governments added resources of some | 2-1/2 million 

to those available for financing projects, and the possibility might arise of new 

activities being reduced if such participation were waived. It was^ however, 

possible to raise the m t t o r for reconsideration by тле should the Board so desire• 



In connexion with Dr Puri
1

 s remarks regarding the ceiling for inter-country 

projects, he vould remind the Board thao many resolutions had been adopted by the 

regional committees stressing the value of inter-country activities， and that the 

trend towards such activities vas growing and had been endorsed by the Health 

Assembly, Two or three other specialized agencies were in the same position in 

that respect and WHO was not alone in encountering difficulties in remaining within 

the 10 per cent, ceiling
e
 It seemed that, if adequate support were obtained from 

governments on that position, WHO and other members of TAB should be able to convince 

TAC of the value of inter-country programmes
c 

In the case of long-term programmes
;
 he vould emphasize that a two-year project 

was a common occurrence in the WHO programme whereas it might be considered as quite 

long by TAC and TAB as compared with some actívitíer undertaken by other organizations^ 

e
t
g

#
 the provision of short-term consultants

 e
 Again, the trend towards long-term 

p r e s e t s was becoming common to other or织nizations， particularly where training and 

administration programmes were involved
 0 

Replying to the point raised Ъу Dr Moore, he said that TAC and TAB had not 

created any difficulties in connexion vith the 195б programme with regard to the 

application of the 85 per cent, guarantee
0
 Not only did continuing projects enjoy 

higher priority^ but also financial increases had occurred for 195了 which had 

permitted the programme to grow。 Accordingly, no special measures had been necessary 

to meet the 85 per cent
л
 guarantee, He was unable to say whether that guarantee 

would be eliminated； that was a proposal which TAG might have to consider. At the 

present moment, the feeling in the participating organizations
;
 as well as in TAB 



and in TAC_, was that the new legislation should as far as possible be given an 

opportunity to function for an experimental period without any changes in the 

administration or the organization of the programme. Since it placed no limitations 

on the programme planning, it would appear that no action was necessary in that field 

at present. 

He was not entirely clear as to Dr Moore » s second point, He would, however〉 

state that it was important that the continuing activities should have financial 

resources made available to them for their completion. At the present moment^ 

TAC's allocations were on an annual basis and subject to annual, approval of the 

related programme； accordingly, continuing activities had to be included in the 

budget proposals and specifically approved each year. It would definitely prove 

a stabilizing factor and guarantee the continuation of a particular activity if an 

allocation of funds was made for the duration of a specific project. 

The GEA.IRMflN noted that the representative of TAB had Ъееп present at the 

session of the Board and he took the opportunity of expressing his appreciation of 

that interest shown, He invited him to address the meeting, 

Mr OBEZ (Technical Assistance Board) was grateful for that opportunity. As 

the Chairman had stated, he had Ъееп keenly interested in all the discussions which 

had taken place in the Board, For the present^ he had^ however, nothing to add to 

the statements made„ 

The СШШМШ proposed for the Board • s consideration the following draft 

resolution on the approved 1957 Technical Assistance Programme and the financial 

situation for 1957： 



The Executive Board， 

Having considered the report of the Director-General on the Expanded 

Programme of Technical Assistance for 1957 and the financial situation for 

that year, 

TAKES NOTE of the Category I and 工工 projects approved by TAB and TAC 

for 1957 as reflected in Official Records No. ПЛ
У
 and that the Category I 

programme approval for WHO for 1957 amounts to 翁 5 405 900j 

2. NOTES that， for the first time in the programme, the funds earmarked at 

the beginning of the year are equivalent to the estimated costs of the approved 

programme, except for a portion of the projects planned to be financed from 

currencies requiring management； 

EXPRESSES the hope that the financial stability of the programme will 

continue to improve^ so that approved programmes can be carried out as p l a m e d
# 

Decision: The resolution was adopted^ 

The CHAIRMA.N then proposed the following draft resolution on planning for the 

1958 Technical Assistance Programme t 

The Executive Board， 

Haying considered the information concerning the Technical Assistance 

Programme in Official Records No
#
 74, the report of the Standing Committee on 

Administration and Finance^ and the report óf the Director-General on Ш0 

participation in the United Nations Expanded ïrogramme of Technical Assistance 

relating to the 1958 programme^ 

1» REC0G1ŒZES that the amounts shown for projects under the Technical Assistance 

Programme in Official Records No, 74,
 a r e

 some ^ 483 000 in excess of the target 

figures established by the Technical Assistance Board； that even those target 

figures are. for the purpose of original planning only； and that at present there 

is no information as to (1) the amount of funds which may become available for 

1958, nor as to (2) the projects which governments will finally request in their 

co-ordinated country programmes for 1958; 



2, REQUESTS the Director-General^ in advising and assisting governments in 

the planning of the health activities to be included in their X958 co-ordinated 

country programmes^ to continue to call their attention to the principles 

enunciated in resolution БВ17.Е56； 

Having reviewed the operational services and administrative costs planned 

to be financed in 1958 from Technical Assistance Funds； 

3 . APPROVES the expenditure for operational services and administrative 

costs as estimated by the Director-General in Official Becords N0» 

Mr SAJTA was particularly interested in the reference to the principles 

enunciated in resolution ЕБ17
0
E56 contained in the second operative paragraph of the 

draft resolution. He had noted in the second paragraph of the introduction of the 

Director-General's report (document EB19/5紅)that the proportion of funds in the 

1957 approved programme for projects relating to the development of pover, transport， 

communications and auxiliary services to industry and agriculture had increased at 

the expense of projects for health services and education, That statement was a 

direct reflection of the apprehension he had expressed regarding the new system of 

f i m n c i n g adopted by the Technical Assistance Programme
 #
 It was most important 

that the Board should take cognizance of tliat fact and should bring it to the 

attention of the Health Assembly^ He would therefore whole-heartedly support the 

draft resolution. 

Decision: The resolution vas adoptêd
 e 

The CHAJEMIN then proposed the following draft resolution 011 the Expanded 

Programme of Technical Assistance (regional projects): 



The Executive Board, 

Recalling that the World .Health Assembly and the Board itself have 

reiterated the importance they attach to inter-country (regional) projects 

developed at the request of governments
; 

Noting the interest which the Technical Assistance Committee is taking 

in regional projects^ 

EEGRETS that the 10 per cent, limitation for regional projects on the 

1957 planning figures made it necessary for the Director-General to ask 

governments participating in five inter-country projects to provide for 

those projects in their country programme submission^ thereby creating 

operational difficulties through the artificial division of projects 

bo oporritocl ao an entity； 

EXPRESSES its satisfaction that the Technical Assistance Cominittee 

intends to study thoroughly the question of regional projects at its session 

in the summer of 1957; 

3ь BEQUESTS the Director-General to provide the Technical Assistance 

Committee with comprehensive information on the nature and importance of 

regional projects carried out by WHO with funds from the Expanded Programme 

of Technical Assistance. 

Decision: The resolution was adopted
 # 

The CHA^IE'^Iî proposed the following draft resolution on local costs under the 

Technical Assistance Programme : 

The Executive Board, 

Considering that the Board anâ the Health Assembly have repeatedly in the 

past expressed the viev that the requirement under the Expanded Programme of 

Technical Assistance that governments contribute to the local subsistence 

costs of internationally recruited personnel engaged on Technical Assistance 

projects should be removed； 



Believing that such costs should be financed under the Technical 

Assistance Programme in the same manner as under the regular programme of the 

World Health Organization, 

REQUESTS the Director-General to convey again the opinion of the Board 

and the Health Assembly on this matter to the Technical Assistance Board 

and also to the Technical Assistance Coimittee, at such time as the item is 

on the agenda of the Technical Assistance Committee. 

I Decision: The resolution was adopted. 

The meeting rose at p
t
m . 


